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Abstract 
Contrast in radiographic images is one of the most important parameters both in radiography and tomography. This paper 
investigates the possibility of adjusting the radiographic parameters, in particular the accelerating voltage of the X-ray tube, in 
order to maximize the difference in the detected intensity in response to the change in the thickness of the investigated object. 
Simplified model is used that allows finding the optimal operating point for the given material and thickness without an apriory 
knowledge about the X-ray spectra, detector response and the material composition. It is shown that in case of small changes 
of thickness, the optimum is met when the detected intensity behind the object of certain thickness is at approx. 37 % of the 
full range (i.e., of the value that would be measured under the same conditions in the absence of the object). In spite of 
simplifications made, the theoretical model shows a very good correspondence with the experimental data. A brief 
consideration is made on the case of a general difference in thicknesses. 
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1  Introduction 
The contrast in a radiographic image is influenced by settings of the exposition parameters. This paper is motivated by the 

common task, when setting the X-Ray parameters for the given sample: what energy (power, filters etc.) should be used to 
obtain the best possible results? Usually, the setting is made based on the experience and the best practice of the researcher / 
operator. However, it is shown that there is a possibility of a relatively simple optimization of the settings, based on the 
intensity measured in the radiographic image.  

Increasing the power improves the absolute contrast in the image, i.e., the difference of the intensities in the investigated 
areas, but it does not influence the relative contrast, i.e., the difference of the intensities in investigated areas divided by their 
mean intensity. Additionally, the maximum power is usually limited by the dynamic range of the used detector. However, it 
can be shown that there is a relation between the relative contrast and the attenuation coefficient. Since the attenuation 
coefficient is dependent on the beam energy, the contrast can be influenced by the settings of the accelerating voltage of the X-
ray tube.  

Several investigations have been made in the past to answer the question, what is the optimum energy for the given sample 
[1, 2]. They usually refer to the pioneering work of L. Grodzins [3], who derived a simple formula for optimum attenuation 
coeffient  = 2/D, where D is the diameter of a cyllindrical sample and a monochromatic beam is used. However, the 
optimization criterion here was the minimum dose the object is exposed to, which is indeed a crucial parameter in medical 
applications. 

In the industrial computed tomography (CT), the dose is usually not the limiting factor. In this paper, the maximum change 
in intensity related to the change in thickness is considered as the optimization criterion. It has to be admitted that the used 
model is rather simplified and some known effects are neglected: the spot size dependence on the used power is not involved, 
the noise is not considered, and a monochromatic beam is taken into account (i.e., the beam hardening effect is not considered). 
In spite of these simplifications, the model has shown a good correspondence of the theory and the experiment. 

2  Optimum attenuation coefficient for small changes in thickness 
Let a flat sample of the thickness d0 be considered. For the purpose of the theoretical analysis, let the attenuation coefficient 

µ of this sample be tunable. For the sake of better readability, the matter is treated in a pure mathematical manner, i.e., without 
writing the physical units. Applying the Lambert-Beer’s law of attenuation under the simplifying assumption of 
monochromatic X-ray source, the dependence of intensity I behind an object of the thickness d is given as  

 
I(d) = I0e

-µd      (1) 
 

In (1), a fixed µ value is assumed, which is correct for a monochromatic X-ray source only. However, even a general case 
of a polychromatic source, where the measured values are determined by the spectra and energy-dependent µ, can be 
simplified up to a certain degree of precision by introduction of the effective energy [4]. The I0 term is the incident beam 
intensity, which would be measured under the same experimental conditions (i.e., in the absence of the sample).  
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Without the loss of generality, (1) will be divided by I0 for the further considerations and the ratio I/I0, or the normalized 
intensity, will be designated as In, 

 �樽岫穴岻 =  結−�鳥      (2) 
 

Let us consider several In(d) curves with different attenuation coefficients µ, see Fig. 1. For small changes of the given 
thickness d0, the corresponding change in intensity is determined by the slope of the tangent line to the In(d) curve in d = d0. 
Note that effective energy can be taken as a constant for small changes in the object thickness. However, as it can be clearly 
seen from Fig. 1 on the example of d0 = 2, the slope of the tangent line depends on µ and there exists exactly one In(d) curve, 
where the slope reaches maximum. Let the absolute value of the slope of the tangent line be called I-d sensitivity or sId in 
further text. 

The I-d sensitivity as a dependence on d is the absolute value of the first derivative of the In(d) with respect to d, 
 �Id = |��投�鳥 | = |�岫勅−�匂岻�鳥 | = �結−�鳥      (3) 

 
 
To find the value of µ, where sId reaches its maximum for the given d0, let us differentiate (3) with respect to µ and equal the 
result to zero:  
 ��Id�� = �岫µ勅−�匂轍岻�� = 結−�鳥轍 − �穴待結−�鳥轍 = 結−�鳥轍岫な − �穴待岻 = ど   (4) 

 
Obviously, the maximum sensitivity is reached for µ = 1/d0. Thus, in the example given in Fig. 1, the optimum In(d) curve for  
d0 = 2 is that with µ = 0.5 and any other attenuation coefficient leads to a lower sensitivity. If the thickness d0 is known, the 
calculation of µ from the known I0 and the intensity in the exposed image I is straightforward using (1):  
 � = − 狸樽 �投鳥轍 = 狸樽 �轍−狸樽 �鳥轍       (5) 

 
However, there is yet another possibility, how to figure out if µ is optimum for the given conditions, i.e., if the operating point 
lies on the optimum I-d curve, even without the knowledge of the d0 value. It can be noticed from (2) that for the optimum  
µ = 1/d0, the value of In in d0 is In = e-1 ≈ 0.37, or I is at 37 % of the intensity for zero thickness (I0), regardless to the value of 
d0. This fact is particularly useful, as it allows to decide if µ is optimal for the given thickness directly from the radiographic 
image.  
 

 

Figure 1: In(d) dependence for several values of µ 

 
In practice, the only feasible way how to influence the attenuation coefficient, is by changing the used energy of the beam, 

since µ decreases with increasing energy (if absence of the K edge is assumed for the given energy range). Changing the 
acceleration voltage of the X-ray tube leads therefore to a different I(d) and In(d) characteristic. It has to be noticed again that 
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the real common X-ray sources generate a polychromatic beam, so that the I(d) characteristic does not obey the Beer’s law 
exactly.  

Unfortunatelly, it is often not possible to reach the optimum operating point with the available X-ray source and detector. 
Typically, for low-attenuating objects, the intensity I(d0) is often much higher than 37 % of I0, as most photons easily penetrate 
through the material due to its low µ. The situation can be improved by decreasing the beam energy, but this possibility is 
limited, because the required energy can be too low to be reliably detected by the used detector. For the high-attenuating 
objects, on the other hand, the intensity I(d0) behind the object is often much lower than 37 %. A solution is to increase the 
beam energy, but the maximum energy is again limited for the given X-ray source. Usually, a complementary measure in this 
case is needed, based on adding filters for reducing the low-energy photons that contribute to the saturation of the detector in 
open-beam areas, but do not bear any information, as they do not penetrate the object.  

For the discussed reasons, it is often not possible to operate at the optimum operating point for the investigated material and 
its thickness d0. Therefore it is reasonable to analyze, how significant is this fact for the achieved sId. From the practical point 
of view, it is useful to make this analysis with respect to the intensity behind the object again. Let the normalized intensity 
behind the object be In. Generally, the attenuation coefficient is related to In as 

 � =  −狸樽 岫�投岻鳥        (6) 

 
and using (2) and (3), sId is given as  
 �Id = �結−�穴 = −狸樽 岫�投岻鳥 ∙ 結−�穴 = − �n狸樽 岫�投岻鳥 .     (7) 

 
When operating at the optimum point, the In = e-1 and the sensitivity of intensity to a change in thickness sId reaches its 

maximum, being �Id,��� =  − 結−な∙−怠鳥 = 怠勅∙鳥. For any other In, the sensitivity is lower and its ratio to the maximum possible 

value is  
 鎚Id鎚Id,尿�� = −�n嶋投 岫�投岻匂迭賑∙匂 = −結 ∙ �n ∙ ln 岫�樽岻     (8) 

 
Hence, it is possible to relatively simply calculate, what level of sensitivity is reached for any value of In. For example, 

when the circumstances do not allow to reach higher intensity behind the object than 0.25 of I0, the sensitivity is at 94.2 % of 
the maximum possible value. Fig. 2 shows relation (8) as a dependence of the reached sensitivity on the normalized intensity In 
behind the object. It can be seen that the function is rather flat around its maximum, so that the exact setting of the operating 
point is not crucial. The interval within which the sensitivity sId is higher than 90 % of its maximum, is relatively large, approx. 
In  <0.22, 0.54>.  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Dependence of the sensitivity sId on the normalized intensity behind the object  
as a ratio to the maximum possible sensitivity sId,max (in %) 
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3  Application of the method 
Let us consider a flat panel detector with the maximum possible pixel value VFS = 32767 (15 bits dynamical depth) and the 

offset (dark-field) value VDF = 4000 (depending however on the settings and varying in time and between particular pixels). In 
a common practice, the power of the X-ray is set in order not to saturate the detector in any area, but still approaching the VFS 
in the brightest areas to exploit the dynamic range of the detector. The VDF is in fact the offset of the detector, and it decreases 
its exploitable range. If the detector pixel is not saturated, its value Vdet as a function of the thickness d of a sample placed in 
between the X-ray source and the detector is given as  
 �鳥勅痛 = 岫�待 − ���岻結−�鳥 + ���     (9) 
 

Here, V0 stays for the detected value in the pixel, when illuminated directly, i.e., without the object (known as open beam 
image). Fig. 3 shows an example of the dependence from (9). To set the optimum operating point for reaching the best possible 
contrast for small changes in thickness, as derived above, the optimum pixel values behind the object must be 0.37 of the 
range, being �待 − ���. As an example corresponding to Fig. 3, let V0 = 27000 and let VDF = 4000. The range is then 23000 and 
the optimum pixel values behind the object can be simply calculated from (9) as �鳥勅痛,墜椎痛 = 岫�待 − ���岻 ∙ ど.ぬ7 + ��� = にぬどどど ∙ ど.ぬ7 + ねどどど = なにのなど. If the values of pixels behind the object are lower (higher), the attenuation coefficient is too 
high (low) and thus the energy of the beam should be increased (decreased), respectively. 
The term 結−�鳥 in (9) is the normalized intensity In, and in fact, calculation of this value from V0, VDF and Vdet in each pixel of 
an image gives the flat-field corrected image (in practice, the resulting normalized intensity is often yet multiplied by the mean 
pixel value of the uncorrected image [5], rescaling thus the intensity range into the range of the uncorrected image). The 
normalized intensity is calculated from (9) as  
 �樽 = 結−�鳥 = �匂賑�−����轍−���       (10) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Example of the dependence of the pixel value on thickness for a flat panel detector 

4  Experimental results 
The method has been tested with an aluminium disc of the thickness of 4 mm with added 0.02 mm, 0.04 mm and 0.06 mm 

in selected areas (step of 0.5 %, 1 % and 1.5 % in thickness), see Fig. 4. The X-ray tube XWT 240 SE (X-RAY WorX, 
Germany) and a large area flat panel X-ray detector with GOS scintillator XRD1622 (PerkinElmer, U.S.A.) were used in the 
experiment, performed in the Centre of Excellence Telč on its Twinned Orthogonal Adjustable Tomograph TORATOM [6]. 
The change in normalized intensity with 1 % change in thickness has been evaluated for several energies of the X-ray beam, 
keeping the tube target power constant at 20 W. The difference in normalized intensity, i.e., in the flat-field corrected image 
(after Eq. (10)), was evaluated. Open beam images were exposed under the same conditions (X-ray energy, target power, 
detector capacity and exposition time) without the object, the dark field images were acquired with X-ray tube switched off.  
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Figure 4: Aluminium sample used for the verification of the method  
(flat-field corrected, averaged from 25 images, exposition time 1 s, capacity 0.5 pF,  

acceleration voltage 65 kV, target power 60 W). Normalized intensity is approx. 0.4, i.e., close to the optimum. 
 

In the experiment, two regions of interest (ROI) of 100100 were defined, one in the area of 4 mm thickness (ROI0) and 
one in the 4.04 mm thickness (ROI1). The intensity values were averaged within these ROIs, giving the normalized intensities 
In,0 and In,1. The expected difference In = In,0–In,1 was calculated using the above described model and compared to the real 
difference measured in the image. The calculation relies on the simplification by linearization of the In(d) dependence for small 
changes in d (assuming the effective energy staying constant),  
 ∆�樽 ≈ ��韮岫鳥岻�鳥 ∆穴 = �Id ∙ ∆穴.      (11) 

 
Exploiting (7) and considering the change in thickness d/d = 1 %,  
 ∆�樽 ≈ |�樽,待 ln(�樽,待) ∆鳥鳥 | = |ど.どな ∙ �樽,待 ln(�樽,待)|.     (12) 

 
Fig. 5 illustrates how the effective attenuation coefficient µ is influenced by the used beam energy (acceleration voltage). In 

the graph, the dependence of µd is visualized, calculated from (2) as µd = -ln(In). Remember that µd = 1 is optimum. From 
Fig. 5 it can be observed that µ can be strongly influenced even in the available range of energies from 40 kV to 220 kV. It is 
also visible that for energies above 160 kV, the changing of µd in dependence on energy becomes rather low and its calculated 
value is getting more influenced by the undesired effects of the uncertainties of the measurement method (data statistics, tube 
fluctuations, etc. – averaging from more images could be beneficious). 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Dependence of the coefficient µd on the acceleration voltage (beam energy). 
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Fig. 6 shows the expected and measured dependence of the intensity change on the normalized intensity, for acceleration 
voltages between 40 kV and 160 kV. It can be seen that the shape of the measured dependence corresponds very well to the 
calculated dependence, but the change in intensity is always lower than expected. This discrepancy is very probably due to the 
fact that the real dependence of the intensity on thickness is not a simple exponential function. Therefore, the slope in a 
specific point can be lower than that of a pure exponential. 
 

 
 

Figure 6: Dependence of the change in normalized intensity with 1 % change in the thickness 

5  Optimum attenuation coefficient for a general thickness difference 
The above outlined model can be employed for small changes of sample thickness only. For a general case, where the 

difference of thickness can be of any value, the situation is more complicated. Let the minimum thickness of a homogenous 
sample be dm and the maximum thickness be dM. Let da = (dm + dM) / 2 be the mean thickness value and let d = dM – dm be the 
difference between the maximum and minimum thickness. We will use a similar approach as in chapter 2, employing the 
normalized intensity In. Using (2), the difference In of the normalized intensities In,m and In,M for dm and dM, respectively, is  
 ∆�樽 =  �樽,鱈 − �樽,M = 結−�鳥悼 − 結−�鳥M.     (13) 

 
Differentiating (13) with respect to µ gives  
 �∆�投�� = 穴M結−�鳥M − 穴鱈結−�鳥悼 .     (14) 

 
The maximum is found for (14) equal to zero, which leads to the condition 
 穴M結−�鳥M = 穴鱈結−�鳥悼 .      (15) 

 
Expressing µ from (15) gives the condition for the optimum  
 � = 狸樽 鳥M−狸樽 鳥悼鳥M−鳥悼 .       (16) 

 
Condition (16) is obviously much more complicated than that for the case of small d. Equation (16) can be reformulated to 
express µ using the inverse hyperbolic functions, employing the above defined d and da: 
 � = 狸樽匂M匂悼鳥M−鳥悼 = 怠∆鳥 ln 鳥a+∆鳥 態⁄鳥a−∆鳥 態⁄ = 怠∆鳥 ln 怠+∆鳥 態鳥a⁄怠−∆鳥 態鳥a⁄ = 態∆鳥 atanh ∆鳥態鳥a     (17) 
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For the practical usage, it would be very convenient to have a possibility of deciding whether the attenuation coefficient is 
below or above the optimum for a concrete setting based on the measured intensities behind the two thicknesses, similarly to 
the case of small d. However, there was not found yet a simple way how to formulate the appropriate condition directly from 
the intensities. Therefore, the practical usage of this model requires the knowledge of the thicknesses dm and dM. The real µ is 
then calculated from (2) for In,m and dm or In,M and dM. This coefficient is then compared to the ideal value calculated from (16) 
or (17), an appropriate adjustment of the beam energy is applied and another iteration step follows. 

6  Conclusion 
A method has been developed that allows setting of the optimum X-ray beam energy to maximize the contrast in the X-ray 

image for a given attenuation length, without an apriory knowledge about the X-ray spectra, detector response and the material 
composition. Although a simplified model of monochromatic radiation was employed, the theory shows a good 
correspondence with the experiment for small thickness differences. In this case, it is not necessary to know the exact thickness 
value, since the optimization can be done only with the knowledge of the intensity behind the sample. It has been shown that 
the optimum is reached when the intensity behind the object reaches approx. 37% of the open beam value. The influence of the 
non-optimum operating point setting has been analyzed. The formula for the optimum attenuation coefficient in the case of a 
general thickness difference has been derived, but the experimental verification has not been done yet for this case. 
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